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Abstract

Mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) products are promising therapeutic candidates to

treat a wide range of pathologies. The successful commercialization of these cell

therapies will, however, depend on the development of reproducible cell production

processes. For this, using microcarriers as growth supports within controlled

conditions may be a viable process option. Although increasing microcarrier

concentration may be associated with greater productivity due to the increased

available culture surface, additional friction or shocks between microcarriers are

likely to lead to undesired cell death. However, data detailing the impact of

microcarrier collisions on MSC growth remains scarce. The following work

demonstrates that MSC growth on microcarriers is greatly influenced by particle

concentration even when little impact is observed on the apparent growth rate. It is

suggested that the apparent growth rate may result in an equilibrium between

growth and death kinetics which are independently affected by particle concentra-

tion and that certain MSC quality attributes may be progressively degraded in

parallel. In addition, the theoretical reduction of the MSC growth rate was modeled

according to the ratio between the average interparticle distance and the

Kolmogorov scale. This study is an original contribution toward understanding the

hydrodynamic effects in microcarrier‐based stem cell cultures.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the 21st century, the discovery and

development of various advanced therapy medicinal products have

triggered an increasing number of clinical trials using human cells.

Carried by this movement, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have been

gradually used as cell therapies to address a wide range of

pathologies including neurodegenerative or respiratory diseases

(Rodriguez Fuentes et al., 2021; Trounson & McDonald, 2015), but

also as raw materials for tissue reconstruction, for example, in view of

grafting epithelial and skeletal assemblies (Bianco & Robey, 2001;

Ringe et al., 2002). More recently, the discovery of therapeutic

bioactive products secreted by MSCs has resulted in the develop-

ment of processes for which the production of MSCs is no longer

performed for the cells themselves but rather the molecules they

produce (Riazifar et al., 2017). Regardless of how the cells are used,

most therapeutic applications require around 1–1000 million cells per

patient per dose (Chen et al., 2013; Rodriguez Fuentes et al., 2021),

exceeding the amount of cells that can be extracted from a single

donor. As a result, an ex vivo expansion phase is usually required,

traditionally performed using monolayer or multilayer tissue flasks of

different sizes (Ikebe & Suzuki, 2014). Although this method of
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expansion is well documented in literature, it is labor intensive and

introduces contamination risks due to the required manual cell

passaging between different containers. In addition, controversies

persist between research teams concerning optimal process parame-

ters to use during the expansion process and their impact on the final

cell product (Maillot et al., 2021). Various lead clinical trials using

MSCs produced this way have either failed to meet the requirements

for phase progression or undergone early termination (Parekkadan &

Milwid, 2010), indicating that important bottlenecks still remain to

successfully commercialize these therapies.

To scale up the manufacturing of high‐quality stem cell products, a

shift to three‐dimensional (3D) cultures using bioreactors may be

required (Godara et al., 2008; Hoch & Leach, 2014). For this, adherent

MSCs are no longer cultured in planar conditions but using embryoid

bodies (small aggregates of cells in suspension), microcapsules

containing the cells, or microcarriers (small particles in suspension on

which adherent stem cells expand). Using 3D culture brings flexibility

to the process, enables high‐density cell expansion in conditions that

can easily be monitored, reduces the risk of contamination (McKee &

Chaudhry, 2017), and significantly reduces the cost and space required

for GMP manufacturing (Russell et al., 2018). However, to our

knowledge, out of the 10,353 clinical trials involving MSCs in 2021,

only two clinical studies have been completed using a bioreactor‐based

MSC expansion strategy (laryngotracheal engineered tissue transplan-

tation NCT01997437 and placenta‐derived mesenchymal‐like stem

cells expanded in PluriXTM 3D bioreactors for intramuscular injections

NCT00919958). None of the clinical trials seem to involve a

microcarrier‐based approach, possibly indicating the need to continue

fundamental research on these processes, in particular, to understand

how both solid and liquid phases interact and impact MSC expansion.

In this mindset, optimizing microcarrier concentration may prove

to be critical. While pioneering work using human fibroblasts showed

no significant impact on increasing Sephadex (particle diameter≈ 180

µm) microcarrier concentration from 5 to 15 g/L (Hu et al., 1985),

successive studies showed that increasing Cytodex‐1 (particle

diameter≈ 190 µm) microcarrier concentration above a threshold of

approximately 1 g/L was associated with a decreased observed

specific growth rate (Croughan et al., 1988). More recently, similar

results have shown a deleterious effect of increasing microcarrier

concentration from 3000 to 7500 Cytodex‐3 microcarriers per mL

(particle diameter≈ 175 µm) during MSC growth (Hewitt et al., 2011)

while other studies showed this negative impact of increasing

Cytodex‐3 microcarrier concentration only after a certain threshold

of 8 g/L (Chen et al., 2015). Although a certain heterogeneity persists

in literature, an overall consensus tends to show that increasing

microcarrier concentration is, in general (and sometimes after a

certain threshold), associated with a negative impact on growth.

In addition, cell damage typically may occur in agitated

conditions due to (1) collisions between cells on microcarriers and

the impeller or culture vessel, (2) collisions between microcarriers,

and/or (3) interactions with turbulent flow eddies approximately the

same size as the microcarriers on which cells are grown (Cherry &

Papoutsakis, 1988). Consequently, the negative impact of

microcarrier concentration on growth is often attributed to

microcarrier–microcarrier interactions without, to our knowledge, a

robust scientific demonstration for MSCs.

The aim of the present study is to provide a detailed description

of the impact of microcarrier concentration on human MSC growth

by testing a wider range of microcarrier concentrations (α), using

microcarriers of different sizes, and through different agitation

systems. Supplementary cultures to which various concentrations

of plastic particles (β) were added also contributed to further

describing the impact of repeated mechanical constraints on human

MSC expansion dynamic parameters (Figure 1). Adding these plastic

particles, on which cells cannot adhere and were found to not grow,

provoked particle‐microcarrier collisions without providingadditional

cell culture surfaces. Combining both sets of experiments was then

used to evaluate the theoretical real growth rate in each system. In

addition, immmunophenotyping was performed on MSCs after their

growth on microcarriers to define the potential impact of microcarrier

concentration on cell phenotype.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

2.1 | Cell extraction, primary cultures, and cell
culture medium

Human MSCs were extracted from theWharton's Jelly of umbilical cords

from just‐born babies (Centre Hospitalier Universitaire de Nancy) and

expanded and cryopreserved according to methods previously described

(Martin, 2017; Reppel, 2014). A primary expansion was performed after

thawing individual cryovessels onto standard T‐Flasks for 5–10 days. At

least two independent donor cell banks were used for each set of

experiments. All cultures were performed in a CO2 incubator (MCO

215LIT; Sanyo) (37°C, 5% CO2) and α‐MEMmedium (11590606; Thermo

Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 5% human platelet lysate (HPL)

(BC0190020; Macopharma or PL‐NH‐500; Sexton Biotechnologies), 1%

(vol/vol) antibiotic antimycotic solution (A5955; Sigma‐Aldrich) and 4mM

glutamine (G7513; Sigma‐Aldrich). In cultures performed using the HPL

supplied by Macopharma, a mechanical defibrination of the medium was

performed to limit the development of a gel‐like matrix during agitated

cultures (Laner‐Plamberger et al., 2015), and primary cultures were

performed with the addition of 2 IU/ml heparin (H3149; Sigma‐Aldrich).

For each set of experiments, the same HPL supplier was used throughout

all cell culture stages.

2.2 | Microcarrier‐based cultures protocols in
Erlenmeyer flasks or spinner flasks

After having previously prepared either Cytodex‐1 microcarriers

(17044802; Cytiva Lifesciences) or Synthemax II Dissolvable micro-

carriers (7290; Corning) according to the manufacturer's instructions,

hMSCs were inoculated for 4 h in either Erlenmeyer flasks (EF)

(PVB125; Thermo Fisher Scientific) or spinner flasks (SF) (Schott
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bottles agitated with Duran GL 45 stirred reactor agitators; Z680788‐

1KT; Merck) at an initial concentration of 7500 cells/cm2 which was

previously defined as optimal (Sion et al., 2020). The initial adhesion

phase was performed without HPL in half of the final working volume

and either in static conditions (EF) or using intermittent agitation cycles

of 5min every 30min for 2 h followed by cycles of 5min every 60min

for 2 h (SF). These conditions were found to increase the initial

attachment yield compared to a 4 h static adhesion phase in a medium

containing HPL. After cell adhesion, the medium was completed to the

final volume and HPL was added. Half of the culture supernatant was

replaced every 3–4 days by a fresh medium to limit the accumulation

of by‐products and feed the cell culture.

A range of microcarrier concentrations were used for cell culture

(4.4%–9.0% [vol/vol] (EF) or 2.7%–6.6% [vol/vol] (SF)). In certain

experiments, a constant microcarrier concentration was used (4.4%

[vol/vol] (EF) or 2.7% [vol/vol] (SF)) to which a range of plastic

particles (P102‐1521; Pall SoloHill) was added on which cell growth

was not observed and has been shown to be negligible (Loubière

et al., 2019). These particles have a similar size and density as the

microcarriers used for cell growth and, as a result, provoke additional

collision forces during cell culture without increasing the available cell

culture surface. The microcarrier concentrations in SF and EF in the

control conditions were chosen as have previously been shown to

successfully support cell growth in these agitation systems (Sion

et al., 2020). Agitation conditions were fixed at the particle just

suspended state N N= ≈ 70js rpm (EF) or N N= = 40js rpm (SF). We

can note that the impact of particle concentration on the agitation

rate required to maintain particles in suspension was found to be

negligible for the particle concentrations used, according to the well‐

known Zwietering equation (Zwietering, 1958). The complete

suspension of particles in each condition was also visually verified.

2.3 | Characterization of kinetic parameters during
MSC cell expansion on microcarriers

2.3.1 | Cell growth characterization

Cell counting of the total amount of live cells on microcarriers X was

performed at least daily in all experiments by analyzing a homoge-

neous 500 µL sample of the cell culture. For Cytodex‐1 experiments,

attached cells were counted by automatic recognition of fluorescent

nuclei attached to microcarriers after DAPI–methanol staining. By

using methods previously described, the average number of cells per

microcarrier can be obtained from at least six different microscopic

observations (Loubière et al., 2019). Cells counted directly on the

microcarriers were presumed to be live cells. For Synthemax II

experiments, microcarriers were left to sediment and the pellet was

dissolved by using a trypsin–pectinase solution according to the

manufacturer's recommendations. After dissolution, the cell suspen-

sion solution was filtered (100 µm mesh) and counted using an

automatic cell counter (Vi‐Cell XR; Beckman Coulter). Regardless of

the microcarrier type, only the cells which were attached to the

microcarriers were counted.

F IGURE 1 Experimental approach used to determine the impact of microcarrier interactions on humanWharton's jelly mesenchymal stem cell (hWJ‐
MSC) growth. MSCs were grown at various microcarrier concentrations (α) and with various added particle concentrations (β) in both spinner flasks (SF)
and Erlenmeyer flasks (EF). The apparent growth rate in each condition could then be calculated (μapp ). Figure created with biorender.com
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The theoretical initial viable cell concentration attached to

microcarriers Xi was calculated by multiplying the amount of cells

initially seeded by the average inoculation yield in each system. This

value was preferred over the measured initial cell concentration to

smooth the impact of counting variability which can be imprecise at

the beginning of the cell culture due to low initial cell concentrations,

and an inoculation yield which could also be variable between

conditions. Subsequently, the apparent growth rate μapp was

determined by fitting Equation (1) to the experimental data points

during the exponential growth phase.

X t X e( ) = ×i
μ t×app (1)

The apparent MSC growth rate was determined at various

microcarrier concentrations α. For each microcarrier concentration,

experiments were performed in duplicate or triplicate analysis.

Theoretically, the apparent growth rate at a given microcarrier

concentration μ α( )app is affected by both cell growth and death

kinetic decay constants. Accordingly, MSCs would theoretically have

a growth rate αΨ( ) if microcarrier–microcarrier interactions were

absent and did not cause additional mortality. We should note that in

all experiments, a constant seeding cell density was applied of

7500 cells/cm2. As a result, increasing microcarrier concentration and

cell culture surface also induces higher volumetric cell concentrations

throughout the cell cultures. It is supposed that the theoretical

growth rate αΨ( ) may be dependent on microcarrier concentration

due to different levels of secreted growth factors or toxic metabolic

by‐products which can enhance or inhibit growth (Croughan et al.,

1988).

In addition, the negative impact of particle‐particle interactions

on cell growth is presumed to follow a first‐order kinetic model

according to microcarrier concentration α (Croughan et al., 1988). As

a result, performing experiments at various microcarrier concentra-

tions gives important information on how growth is impacted and can

be modeled by Equation (2). However, these experiments alone are

not sufficient to determine the kinetic decay constant k nor the MSC

growth rate in the system which would occur without microcarrier‐

microcarrier interactions αΨ( ) .

μ α α k α( ) = Ψ( ) − ×app (2)

To obtain the kinetic decay constant k , a separate set of experiments

was performed by adding plastic particles after the initial cell attachment

phase, on which cells did not attach nor grow. These plastic particles were

added at various concentrations β while the microcarrier concentration α

was kept constant. It is noteworthy that although it has been observed

that cells grow on plastic microcarriers (with very low growth and

attachment rates, Loubière et al., 2019), this was not found to be the case

in the concomitant presence of Cytodex‐1 or Synthemax II microcarriers.

Daily DAPI staining of cells in all of the Cytodex‐1 experiments showed

no attachment or growth on these particles which were therefore

considered as not providing additional adherence surfaces.

For each microcarrier concentration, experiments were per-

formed in duplicate or triplicate analysis except for experiments

performed using Synthemax II microcarriers in EF. For this last

experiment, the experimental error was estimated based on the mean

experimental variability measured in EF and Cytodex‐1 microcarriers.

Subsequently, Equation (2) was used to describe the apparent growth

rate μ α β( + )app according to both growth and death constants. First,

the theoretical growth rate which would occur in the system if

microcarrier–microcarrier interactions were absent αΨ( ) is consid-

ered constant in these set of experiments since the microcarrier

concentration is not modified and growth on the plastic microcarriers

is absent (i.e., α β αΨ( + ) ≈ Ψ( ) ). Second, this growth rate should be

reduced by microcarrier–microcarrier interactions according to a

first‐order kinetic model represented by the constant k . Finally, the

impact of particle‐microcarrier interactions can be supposed as

having a kinetic decay constant of k∕2 since, on average, a

microcarrier containing cells meets a plastic particle twice less

frequently since only half of the interacting particles have cells.

Solving Equation (3) with various particle concentrations β allowed us

to determine two critical system constants: the MSC growth rate

which would occur without microcarrier interactions at the control

microcarrier concentration αΨ( ) ; and the kinetic decay constant due

to microcarrier and particle interactions k .







μ α β α k α

β
( + ∕2) = Ψ( ) − × +

2
app (3)

Finally, combining the results obtained at various microcarrier

concentrations and the results obtained with the addition of plastic

particles allowed us to solve Equation (2) after having determined k

with Equation (3). These results shed new light on how the growth

rate in microcarrier‐based cell culture systems is impacted by

microcarrier concentration.

2.3.2 | Metabolite analysis

Glucose and lactate concentrations were measured daily using an offline

analyzer (Gallery multi‐parametric analyzer; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and

used to calculate the specific glucose consumption rates qGluc X/ and

specific lactate production rates qLac X∕ over the exponential growth

phase tΔ i f−> (Equations 4 and 5). For this, the initial i and final fmetabolite

concentrations were used as well as the variation in metabolite

concentration during medium changes GlucΔ or LacΔ . Lastly,

the transformation yield of glucose to lactate during the exponential

phase was calculated (Equation 6). Considering the low volumes of

experiments in EF and detachment yields on Cytodex‐1microcarriers, this

analysis was limited to SF experiments using Synthemax II microcarriers.

q
Gluc Gluc Gluc

X X t
=

− +

−
×

1
Gluc X

i f

f i i f
∕

−>

∆

∆ (4)

q
Lac Lac Lac

X X t
=

− +

−
×

1
Lac X

f i

f i i f
∕

−>

∆

∆ (5)
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Y
q

q
=Lac Gluc

Lac X

Gluc X
∕

∕

∕
(6)

2.3.3 | Immunophenotyping

MSCs expanded on Synthemax II microcarriers in SF were detached

at the end of the exponential growth phase and cryopreserved at a

concentration of 5 × 106 cells/ml. These cells were then thawed and

cultured for 3 days before characterization according to the general

guidelines provided by the International Society for Cellular Therapy

(ISCT) (Dominici et al., 2006). Plastic adhesion was verified at this

stage. For flow cytometry, approximately 1 × 105 cells were

resuspended in 100 µL phosphate buffer saline (PBS) supplemented

with bovine serum albumin and incubated with specific antibodies for

1 h at room temperature. After incubation, MSCs were washed with

PBS, centrifuged at 300 g for 5 min, and resuspended in 250 µL of 1%

paraformaldehyde until analysis by FACS flow cytometry (Gallios;

Beckman Coulter) according to methods and specific antibodies

previously described (Sion et al., 2021).

2.3.4 | Cell death characterization

To further characterize live and dead cell populations at the end of

the cell culture, a detailed analysis was performed on cells that were

grown in SF on Synthemax II microcarriers. These conditions were

chosen since the larger volume of the SF allowed a greater sampling

capacity and since cells grown on Synthemax II were shown to have

the greatest cell detachment yield. Live and dead cells attached to the

Synthemax II microcarriers were quantified after microcarrier

dissolution using an offline cell analyzer (Vi‐Cell; Beckman Coulter).

This quantification was performed on three independent 500 µL

homogeneous samples. In addition, cell lysis was quantified through

supernatant lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) concentration which was

measured at the start and end of the cell culture using an offline

analyzer (Gallery multi‐parametric analyzer; Thermo Fisher Scientific).

This technique was calibrated by measuring the LDH concentration

before and after four freeze‐thaw cycles of five MSC cell dilutions.

Measuring cell concentration after these cycles showed no more live

cells, indicating all cells had undergone lysis during these cycles. The

conversion factor of 1 IU LDH to 2.1 × 106 lysed cells was used to

determine cell death during the cell culture.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1 | Impact of microcarrier concentration on cell
growth kinetics

3.1.1 | Observed cell growth during microcarrier‐
based cell culture

The first set of experiments were performed at various Cytodex‐1

and Synthemax II microcarrier concentrations using both EF and SF.

To begin with, the impact of microcarrier concentration on the

capacity of cells to effectively colonize each microcarrier surface was

evaluated. For this, the maximum cell concentration was measured at

the end of the exponential growth phase (Figure 2, left). As a

reference, the initial seeding cell concentration in all conditions was

7500 cells/cm2. This would be the initial cell concentration if the

attachment yield was 100%. The measured average inoculation yields

in each condition are also presented in Appendix S1. It can be noted

that, in general, seeding was found to be more efficient in SF due to

the greater volume and more reproducible agitation conditions during

F IGURE 2 Left: Maximum cell surface concentration observed at the end of the exponential growth phase of hWJ‐MSCs grown on either
Cytodex‐1 or Synthemax II in either spinner flasks (SF) or Erlenmeyer flasks (EF) at various solid hold‐up concentrations (α). Right: Apparent
growth rate (μ α( )app ) measured at various microcarrier solid hold‐up concentrations (α). Error bars correspond to the standard deviation
measured between different cultures performed in duplicate or triplicate analysis.
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the initial attachment phase. Finally, no significant trends were

observed in the seeding efficiency when increasing particle

concentration.

In SF using Synthemax II microcarriers, similar levels of

confluence were observed at the end of the exponential growth

phase for cell cultures performed between 2.7% (vol/vol) and 5%

(vol/vol) (for comparison, the average length of the exponential

growth phases observed in these conditions can be found inTable 1).

However, increasing microcarrier concentration past 5% (vol/vol) was

found to reduce microcarrier colonization. These results indicate that

certain factors in high microcarrier concentrations (possibly

microcarrier–microcarrier interactions) may be limiting cells from

achieving confluence through either increased cell death or mechani-

cal factors which cause cells to detach from microcarriers. In the case

of EF, however, little impact of microcarrier concentration on cell

colonization was observed in both Cytodex‐1 and Synthemax II

microcarrier cell cultures, indicating that cells are reaching similar

confluence levels in all conditions regardless of microcarrier

concentration. Notably, the final cell surface concentration was

found to be lower than the theoretical initial seeded cell concentra-

tion when using Synthemax II microcarriers. This may be caused by

the fact that the inoculation yield was lower in these conditions (only

approximately 20% of the inoculated cells adhered to the

microcarriers).

In addition, the speed at which cells reached confluence was

obtained by fitting experimental data to known growth models. No

notable impact of microcarrier concentration on the observed growth

rate was observed in EF or SF and regardless of the microcarrier used

(Figure 2, right). In all of the conditions observed, the apparent

growth rate μ α( )app remained within typical process variability

(obtained by calculating the standard deviation of the results

obtained in duplicate or triplicate analysis).

To further understand how microcarrier–microcarrier interac-

tions affect MSC growth when increasing microcarrier concentration,

separate experiments were performed with a constant concentration

of either Cytodex‐1 or Synthemax II microcarriers in SF (2.7% [vol/

vol]) and EF (4.4% [vol/vol]). These concentrations were chosen since

the growth of WJ‐MSCs has previously been demonstrated as

successful in both agitation systems in these conditions (Sion et al.,

2020). Plastic particles were added at various concentrations (β) after

the initial attachment phase. Cell growth was not observed on the

added plastic particles.

To begin with, analysis of growth data seemed to indicate that

cells grown with added plastic particles had a slower apparent growth

rate and that the effect was increased the more plastic particles were

added. For instance, the growth kinetics of 3 conditions among 12

and modeled growth curves can be observed in Figure 3, left, and

indicates this trend. Notably, in cases where high particle

TABLE 1 Average exponential growth phase duration for
experiments presented in Figure 2.

Exponential growth phase duration (in days)

Total solid hold‐up (%v/v) 4.4 5.0 5.9 6.4 7.4 9.0

EF—Cytodex‐1 2.8 4.4 4.2 4.9 9.0 7.8

EF—Synthemax II 7.5 8.1 7.5 7.5 6.9 7.3

Total solid hold‐up (%vol/vol) 2.7 3.9 5.0 6.6

SF—Synthemax II 7.0 7.9 6.5 6.8

F IGURE 3 Left: MSC cell growth on Synthemax II microcarriers (MC) (α = 2.7% [vol/vol]) in spinner flaks (SF) with the addition of plastic
particles (β/2). Right: Apparent MSC growth rate for constant Cytodex‐1 or Synthemax II concentrations (α) and various concentrations of plastic
particles (β/2) in Erlenmeyer flasks (EF) and spinner flasks (SF). Error bars correspond to the standard deviation measured between different
cultures performed in duplicate or triplicate analysis except for experiments performed using Synthemax II microcarriers in Erlenmeyer flasks.
For this last experiment, the experimental error was estimated based on the mean experimental variability measured in Erlenmeyer flasks and
Cytodex‐1 microcarriers.
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concentrations were added (β/2 > 3% [vol/vol]), the apparent growth

rate was negative, indicating a higher death rate than the real growth

rate. Fitting exponential growth models to the experimental data

observed was then used to determine the apparent growth rate at

various plastic particle concentrations and using both Cytodex‐1 and

Synthemax II microcarriers. Regardless of the agitation system or the

microcarrier used, a linear decrease in the MSC apparent growth rate

was observed when increasing the total particle concentration

(Figure 3, right). Similar results have previously been observed for

human FS‐4 fibroblast growth on Cytodex‐1 microcarriers (Croughan

et al., 1988) to which various concentrations of particles were added.

Similarly to the hypothesis proposed, the decrease in the MSC

growth rate observed may be caused by repeated mechanical

constraints caused by the additional particles added, as it has been

shown that frequent mechanical stresses suppress the proliferation

of human MSCs (Frank et al., 2016).

These linear fitting of these experimental results was then used to

identify the kinetic decay constant k caused by microcarrier–particle

interactions using Equation (3) for each agitation system (Table 2).

Interestingly, this constant was found to depend on the microcarrier type

used, possibly due to the different physical characteristics of each

microcarrier. To begin with, microcarrier size typically impacts the

frequency and force which occur during the collisions between two

particles. For the same solid hold‐up, smaller particles will have a higher

collision frequency but of lower intensity. In addition, the difference in

material surface elasticity impacts how the collision force will be

transmitted to the cell as an elastic surface may absorb part of the

collision force (Cherry & Papoutsakis, 1986). In addition, the choice of an

agitation system was also found to have an impact on how these added

particles impact cell growth. As a result, it is possible that for a given solid

hold‐up, different mechanisms exist in either SF or EF, possibly due to

differences in the spatial distribution of microcarriers caused by the

agitation system. The use of an external agitation method in EF typically

concentrates particles in the middle of the flask which may lead to an

increased frequency of collisions and/or friction between particles in

these systems and thus affect cell growth in a different manner than in

cell cultures for which microcarriers are suspended using an impeller

(Öncül, 2010). Interestingly, the impact of adding plastic particles was

found to be most significant in EF using Synthemax II microcarriers and in

SF using Cytodex‐1 microcarriers which may seem to indicate that both

the agitation system (ie. particle suspension and homogeneity) and the

type of microcarrier used (ie., size and elasticity) affect the way these

microcarrier interactions affect cell growth.

In addition, fitting the observed growth rate with Equation (3) was

then used to determine the growth rate of the control condition which

would theoretically be obtained if particle‐particle interactions were

absent αΨ( ) . This growth rate can then be compared to the apparent

growth rate in the control condition μ α( )app . Results indicate, in all

conditions, that the measured growth rate in the system may largely

underestimate the growth rate without these added mechanical

constraints. These results may indicate that growing cells under

different mechanical constraints may also have an impact on the

quality of the cells obtained at the end of the cell culture (cells may be

undergoing more divisions than measured or have altered phenotypical

characteristics and as a result may be reaching senescent states earlier

than they would in static conditions).

Finally, interesting results were observed for cells grown on

Synthemax II microcarriers in both Erlenmeyer and SF. In these cases,

adding small amounts of plastic microcarriers to the cell culture was

found to have a beneficial impact on the apparent growth rate as

represented by the arrows in Figure 3. As a result, the linear fitting

was performed by excluding the results obtained in the control

conditions for a more accurate calculation of the mechanical decay

kinetic constant in these conditions. The increase in the apparent

growth rate in these conditions may be explained by a reduced

aggregation between cells and microcarriers since the plastics

particles may break these cell‐microcarrier aggregates and create

greater homogeneity in the systems but additional experiments

should be performed in this range of plastic particle concentration to

confirm the possible positive effect at very small concentrations.

3.1.2 | Observed cell death at the end of
microcarrier cell culture

As suggested above, increasing particle concentration during MSC

cell culture on microcarriers seems to have a significant impact on cell

growth. Notably, the apparent cell growth rate was found to decrease

with increasing added plastic particle concentration. To determine if

this decreased apparent growth rate was due to overall slower cell

growth, or due to an increased amount of cell death in the system,

the quantity of live and dead cells at the end of MSC cell cultures

grown on Synthemax II microcarriers was measured in SF (Figure 4).

These conditions were chosen since they provided the greatest

sampling capacity and since cells were most easily detached from the

microcarriers for analysis.

TABLE 2 Growth kinetic parameters
calculated for MSC cultures grown on
Synthemax II and Cytodex‐1 microcarriers
in Erlenmeyer flasks (EF) and spinner
flasks (SF).

Culture system
(microcarrier)

Control apparent
growth rate,
μ α( )app (day−1)

Control growth rate
without mechanical
constraints, αΨ( ) (day−1)

Kinetic decay
constant, k (day−1)

EF (Cytodex‐1) 0.19 0.40 5.3

EF (Synthemax II) 0.22 0.85 10.9

SF (Cytodex‐1) 0.30 0.79 19.6

SF (Synthemax II) 0.27 0.61 9.3
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To begin with, the amount of live cells at the end of the cell

culture was found to slightly increase with increasing microcarrier

concentration or when increasing the amount of plastic particles

added until a threshold of approximately 4% (vol/vol) in both cases.

Afterward, the amount of live cells decreased when increasing

microcarrier concentration. These results are similar to results

previously obtained concerning human fibroblast cell growth on

Cytodex‐1 microcarriers and may indicate that deleterious effects of

particle concentration may only impact microcarrier confluence after

a certain threshold. Determining the cell viability in the system

showed that, apart from extremely high particle concentrations of

about 5.9%, viability at the end of the cell culture remained stable

around approximately 50%–60% which seems to indicate that the

decreased growth rate observed above should be correlated with a

slower cell growth rather than an increased cell death.

In addition metabolic data were analyzed for cell cultures performed

in SF with Synthemax II microcarriers. Glucose plays a central role in MSC

cell metabolism as it is the primary energy source used through either

oxidative phosphorylation or glycolysis. In all experiments, the average

transformation yield from glucose to lactate was found to stay stable

around 2mol/mol indicating a preferential glycolysis metabolism in all cell

cultures. Furthermore, in experiments with added plastic particles, the

average glucose consumption rate and lactate production rate was also

found to stay stable regardless of the particle concentration added

(Figure 5, right). These results indicate that cells have, on average, similar

metabolic activities since similar quantities of glucose were consumed per

cell per day on average during the exponential growth phase. Finally, in

experiments performed at various Synthemax II microcarrier concentra-

tions, a slight increase in metabolic activity was found when increasing

microcarrier concentration which may indicate that certain secondary

metabolic pathways may be activated when increasing microcarrier

concentration. Notably, it may be possible that cells respond to stresses

identified by membrane mechanosensors by activating internal contractile

or tension forces through, for example, myosin motors coupled with

receptor‐associated actin filaments (Romani et al., 2021). Due to the

experimental restrictions presented above, the results of Figure 2 were

F IGURE 4 Live and dead cell populations counted at the end of the exponential growth phase of MSC cell cultures grown on Synthemax II
microcarriers in spinner flasks (SF). Left: cells were grown at various microcarrier concentrations (α). Right: Cells were grown at a constant
microcarrier concentration (α = 2.7% [vol/vol]) to which plastic particles were added (β).

F IGURE 5 Kinetic metabolic parameters
during MSC exponential growth at various
Synthemax II MC concentrations in spinner flasks
(SF). Cells were either grown at various MC
concentrations (α) (left) or at a fixed MC
concentration (α) with the addition of plastic
particles at various concentrations β (right).
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restricted to Spinner cultures with Synthemax II microcarriers. These

results provide indications of possible general trends, but additional

experiments would be necessary to confirm them.

3.1.3 | Immunophenotyping

Immunophenotyping results tend to indicate a progressive degrada-

tion of MSC cell marker expression with a significant impact at high

microcarrier concentrations (>5% [vol/vol]) for which the criteria

proposed by the ISCT (>95%) are no longer verified for CD44 and

CD73 markers which have been reported to be associated with cell

proliferation and MSC homing (Figure 6). We should note, however,

that the expression of these cell markers remains high (>90%) and

that all other cell markers showed no sign of degradation. In addition,

significant overexpression of the CD106 marker has been observed

for cells cultivated with increasing mechanical constraints through

the addition of plastic particles during cell culture possibly indicating

a progressive cell engagement towards certain vascular lineages as

well as a slight underexpression of CD44, CD73, and CD166 surface

markers. These results indicate the degradation of MSCs when grown

under high mechanical stress conditions through increasing particle

concentration, particularly at high microcarrier concentrations (>5%

[vol/vol]).

3.1.4 | Calculated real cell growth rates during
microcarrier‐based cell culture

The evidence above seems to indicate that there may be fundamental

underlying variations at stake when increasing microcarrier

concentration in agitated conditions, even when no significant

variation is observed when looking at the apparent growth rate in

these cultures (Figure 2). To begin with, the kinetic decay constants

due to microcarrier–microcarrier concentration were used to gain

additional information on the theoretical growth rate which could

occur without mechanical constraints in the cultures for which only

the apparent growth rate could be observed (Figure 7). A theoretical

growth rate much higher than the observed growth rate was found in

experiments performed in EF using Synthemax II microcarriers for

which the real growth rate was estimated as high as 1.2 day−1 in high

microcarrier concentrations. These results indicate that the increased

mechanical constraints in these conditions affect cell growth and,

combined with metabolic data, may indicate that a higher metabolic

activity per cell is required for cell maintenance.

3.1.5 | Modeling growth according to
hydromechanical parameters

As suggested previously in extensive work performed on FS‐4 cells

grown on microcarriers, microcarrier collisions may arise through the

action of turbulence in the fluid, and cell damage primarily occurs

when the size of these turbulent eddies are comparable or smaller

than the spacing between microcarriers (Croughan, 1988). In this

mindset, the average interparticle distance in each system h was

calculated according to Equation (7) (presuming particles are spherical

with mean Sauter diameter D32 , homogeneously organized, and

arranged in space in cubic order). This distance depends on the

microcarrier and particle concentrations in each system as well as the

packing limit αm when particle distance reached 0 which was

considered 52% (Mishra et al., 2014).

F IGURE 6 Percentage of cells expressing surface markers after expansion with various solid hold‐up concentrations of Synthemax II
microcarriers (left) or Synthemax II microcarriers and plastic particles (α β+ ).
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h D
α

α
= − 1

m
32

1∕3

(7)

Finally, the average Kolmogorov microscale of turbulence λk was

calculated for each system and particle concentrations according to

the method described in Appendix S2 using an approach previously

described (Sion et al., 2020). As previously described in the literature,

the impact of microcarrier interactions on cell growth typically begins

to have an effect when the average distance between particles h is

smaller than the size average smallest turbulent eddies in the system

λk (Croughan et al., 1988). Since previous results indicate that a linear

decrease in growth rate is observed when increasing microcarrier

solid hold‐up (Croughan, 1988), we propose a linear model based on a

volumetric approach to this ratio h λ∕ k , a constant representing

collisions within each experimental setup kcollision and the minimal

theoretical growth rate which could be observed when the particle

concentration reaches the packing limit μapplim (Equation 8). Conse-

quently, the theoretical reduction in growth rate caused by

microcarrier–microcarrier interactions may be theoretically calcu-

lated for a given microcarrier concentration if the microcarrier size

distribution and the agitation system chosen are sufficiently

characterized.







μ α k

h

λ
μ( ) = × +

k
app collision

3

applim (8)

The data obtained with the addition of plastic particles is

presented in Figure 8, left. A linear decrease in the standardized

growth rate is observed when decreasing this ratio, and therefore

when the interparticle distance becomes closer to the size of the

smallest turbulent eddies in the system. The model proposed

(Equation 8) can be used to predict the MSC growth rate reduction

(Figure 8, right; Table 3) and represents, to our knowledge, the first

results predicting MSC growth rate reduction on microcarriers using a

model based on the physical characteristics of the cell culture system.

F IGURE 7 Apparent and calculated MSC growth rate at various
microcarrier concentrations α in Erlenmeyer flasks (EF) or spinner
flasks (SF) and with either Cytodex‐1 (C) or Synthemax II (S)
microcarriers.

F IGURE 8 Apparent cell growth rate observed on Synthemax II and Cytodex‐1 microcarriers in Erlenmeyer flasks (EF) (α = 4.4% [vol/vol])
or spinner flasks (SF) (α = 2.7% [vol/vol]) and added plastic particles (β) (left). Results are presented according to the average distance
between particles calculated in each condition normalized to the average Kolmogorov turbulence microscale in each individual system. Linear
fitting was then performed on the experimental data (right).
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These results suggest that, in each geometrical setup, the decreased

growth rate due to particle interactions will depend on the limit

theoretical growth rate obtained when the particle concentration

reaches the packing limit μapplim and a constant representing these

collisions within this experimental setup kcollision .

4 | CONCLUSION

MSC cell culture on microcarriers performed with increasing

quantities of plastic particles brought to light the fact that increasing

the total particle concentration seemed to have a negative impact on

growth. Results obtained with MSCs were found to be similar to

previous studies performed with human fibroblasts grown on

microcarriers with the addition of other particles. A linear relationship

seems to exist between the observed apparent growth rate and the

quantity of added particles (Croughan et al., 1988). Data concerning

LDH secreted in the media throughout the exponential growth phase

was used to notice that cell death was not significantly upregulated

to account for the decreased apparent growth rate. As a result, the

most likely hypothesis may be that MSC mechanosensors can detect

the increased mechanical constraints in these conditions (due to the

added repeated friction and shocks caused by the added particles).

Consequently, secondary metabolic pathways may be activated in

response (thoroughly reviewed in Vining & Mooney, 2017). For

example, myosin motors can be activated to increase cell rigidity and

counter these mechanical constraints (Romani et al., 2021). Cells may

also be undergoing morphological changes to adapt to the environ-

ment generated with repeated mechanical stresses as it has been

shown that the hydromechanical environment (e.g., such as extra-

cellular matrix rigidity) maintains stem and progenitor cell pools in

adult epidermal niches (Zhu et al., 1999), or on the contrary, induces

differentiation (Engler et al., 2006; Huebsch et al., 2010). Results

indicating that similar levels of glucose were consumed per cell per

day for a slower apparent growth seem to corroborate these results:

the slower apparent cell growth indicates cells are dividing less fast

and is associated with gradual changes in secondary metabolisms.

Notably, cells maintained high levels of MSC surface marker

expression. However, progressive degradation of CD44 and CD73

expression was observed in cultures performed with high particle

concentrations. In addition, experiments performed with microcar-

riers of different sizes and rigidities, as well as different cell culture

volumes and agitation systems seem to indicate that the impact of

these mechanical constraints depends on these characteristics.

In parallel, experiments were performed at various microcarrier

concentrations. In these experiments, little impact of the particle

concentration was observed on the MSC apparent growth rate.

However, the information obtained above indicates that underlying cell

mechanotransduction signals are possibly taking place with increasing

particle concentration without being identifiable by simply observing the

apparent growth rate. As a result, the theoretical real growth rate in the

system is possibly significantly higher than observed. In addition, gradual

degradation of the MSCs produced was observed, as well as a gradual

increase in cell senescence and replicative inhibition (data not shown)

even if the MSCs produced met the common MSC criterion suggested

by the ISCT (Dominici et al., 2006).

Finally, we present the first steps towards modeling and

predicting growth reduction based on known physical properties of

the cell cultures. Previous authors suggest that the increased death

rate due to microcarrier interactions typically begins to have an effect

when the average distance between particles h is smaller than the

size average smallest turbulent eddies in the system λk (Croughan

et al., 1988). The model we propose therefore takes into account the

ratio between these physical characteristics and quite accurately

allows us to predict the growth rate reduction based on these ratios.
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